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POSITION AND ANGLE DETERMINATION USING LIGHT

FIELD OF THE INVENTION
This invention relates to the determination of the

position of elements in space and, more particularly, to anapparatus that utilizes light for determination of angles andfor position determination.

iv. inc i
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

There^aye.been several prior approaches to determination
of the position of one or more moveable elements in two-
dimensional or three-dimensional space. So-called coordinate
digitizer tablets, which work on sonic, electromagnetic
resistive, and other principles, have become commonplace foruses such inputting graphical information into a computer

Posi^ion^deAermination that utilizes light (defined
herein aslt%hespectrum including infrared, visible and
ultraviolet radiation) has certain inherent advantages, maddition to -high immunity from environmental noise and
temperature variation, light can be readily generated,
transmitted and detected using available solid state
semiconductor devices. Nonetheless, optical position
determination has not achieved widespread commercial success

There have been a number of prior art approaches for
utilizing light to determine the position of one or more
elements in space. In general, optical techniques for
position determination in prior art approaches suffer one ormore of the following disadvantages: relatively high
complexity, high cost, limited reliability (e.g. from movingscanner parts), inconvenient operation, limited accuracy
and/or limited repeatability of measurements.

It is among the objects of the present invention to
provide an optical apparatus for determining the coordinate
position of moveable elements which overcomes disadvantages orlimitations of prior art approaches.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
A form of the present invention is directed to an

apparatus for determining the position of a moveable element,
in an embodiment thereof, means are provided for causing light
to emanate from the moveable element. [The light source can
be on the moveable element or can be remote from the moveable
element, and reflected therefrom.] First and second spaced
apart optical receiving assemblies are provided for receiving
light from the moveable -element. Each of the optical .

receiving assemblies, includes an array of photosensitive
elements, and optical means for directing received light to a
region on the array that is related to the angle at which the
light is received. Electronic processing means, responsive to
the outputs of the arrays, are provided for determining the
angles at which the light is received. Means are then
provided for determinjtngrjthe position of the moveable element
from the determinedjiangl.es.

In an embodiment tof^the invention, the optical means
comprises a cylindrical; lens for receiving light from the
moveable element, and

t
a fiber optical block, formed of a

multiplicity of optical fibers, optically coupled between the
cylindrical lens and the array of photosensitive elements. i„
this embodiment, the array of photosensitive elements is a
flat linear array, and the fiber optical block has a curved
input face and a flat output face, with the optical fibers
arranged to carry light from the input face to the output
face.

in general, a disadvantage of employing a cylindrical
lens to collect light and direct it toward an optoelectronic
sensor, such as a charge coupled device (CCD) sensor, is that
since the sensor is flat, the position of the light spot on
the sensor varies in a non-linear relationship to the arrival
angle of the light. A feature of a disclosed embodiment
addresses and solves this problem; i.e., the optical fibers ofthe block have a cylindrical input surface and a flat output
surface that conforms to the detector. However, a problem can
arise with signal detection when the light from the moveable
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element is received at the optical assembly at a relatively
large angle with respect to the center line of the optical
receiving assembly; that is, in the situation when most of the
light is incident near an end of the curved input surface of
the fiber optical block. In this situation, the light should
be carried, by the fiber optical strands, to a spot near an
end of the detector array. However, in some cases, the amount
of light actually reaching the extremes of the detector array
in this situation can be less- rthan is needed for accurate
light spot detection. The reason is believed to be the angle
at which the light is incident on the input surface of the
optical fibers near the ends -of the fiber optical block input
surface, where the fiber ends are cut at a substantial angle
with respect to their longitudinal axes, if a substantial
portion of the light is arriving at too great an angle withrespect to the axes of the^fibers, the light may not be
captured by these fibers for transmission to the detector
array, m accordance .vith^.feature of the present invention,
an optical diffuser is prc-vWed on the input surface of the
fiber optical block, the diffuser operating t0 scatter some ofthe arriving light, and causing more light to be captured bythe optical fibers, particularly near the ends of the fiber
optical block.

in accordance with a further feature of the present
invention, the efficiency of a light-emitting cursor is
substantially increased by directing light that would
otherwise be lost in the vertical direction, into a generally
flat beam, m an illustrated embodiment hereof, this is
achieved with a toroidal lens having a convex periphery.

Further features and advantages of the invention will
become more readily apparent from the following detailed
description when taken in conjunction with the accompanyino
drawings. a

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
Fig. 1 is a diagram, partially in block form, of an

apparatus in accordance with an embodiment of the invention.
Fig. 2 is a cross-sectional representation of an optical
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receiving assembly of the Fig. 1 embodiment.

Fig. 3 is a perspective view of the fiber optical block
of the optical receiving assembly of the Fig. 1 embodiment,
showing a small representative region of the fibers therein,
and showing, broken away, a light diffusing coating in
accordance with a feature of the invention.

Fig. 4 is an illustration of representative light rays
focused by a cylindrical lens onto a curved surface.

Fig. 5A illustrates the type of intensity versus position
pattern that is characteristic of a light- spot focused on the
photosensitive array by the cylindrical lens.

Fig. 5B shows the intensity versus position graph of Fig.
5A, with illustration of a type of processing in accordance
with a disclosed embodiment.

Fig. 6 is a diagram useful in describing the relationship
between receiving angle and rectangular* coordinates for a
disclosed embodiments •.'.vv<i ,.i ...e &±&mer*t .130

Fig. 7 is a flow diagram of arrbut&ne for controlling the
processor subsystem of Fig. 1 in accordance with a disclosed
embodiment.

Fig. 8 is a flow diagram of the routine for collecting
and storing data from the photosensitive detectors, as
represented by the block 710 of the Fig. 7 routine.

Fig. 9 is a flow diagram of a routine for determining the
center of the light spot for each detector, as represented by
the block 720 of the Fig. 7 routine.

Fig. 10 is a flow diagram of a routine for determining
arrival angle for each detector, as represented by the block
730 of the Fig. 7 routine.

Fig. 11 is a flow diagram of a routine for determining
rectangular coordinates from the arrival angles, as
represented by the block 740 of the Fig. 7 routine.

Fig. 12A shows a wireless cursor in accordance with an
embodiment of the invention.

Fig. 12B illustrates a toroidally-shaped lens for
directing light from the cursor into a useful vertical range,
in accordance with an improvement of the invention.
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Fig. 12C and 12D illustrate cross -sectional view of the
embodiments of the toroidal-shaped lens of the Fig. 12B
embodiment, illustrating conceptually the manner in which the
light rays are collimated.

Fig. 13 is a schematic diagram that shows operation with
a reflective cursor in accordance with another embodiment of
the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
Referring to Fig. 1, there is shown an,apparatus in

accordance with an embodiment of the invention.** a first
optical receiving assembly 110 and a second optical receiving
assembly 120 are mounted along a line 15 that generally
defines a boundary of a region 20 in which the position of a
moveable element 130 is to be determined. The line 15 is also
the y axis of a reference rectangular coordinate -system that
will be described below. The moveable element™130 may be for
example, a cursor or a stylus (as shown), and chas a light'
source 135 mounted therein. In the present embodiment, the
light source is an infra-red source, such as one or more
infra-red light-emitting diodes mounted at the end of the
stylus

.

Each of the optical receiving assemblies (110, 120)
includes a photosensitive array, such as a CCD array (270
370) and the arrays are respectively coupled with electronics
140 via cables 110C and 120C. The stylus 130 can be wireless
(and use a battery power source, or be a reflector of light
from a remote source), but is shown in the Fig. 1 embodiment
as including a cable 130C coupled with the electronics 140
which may include a power supply in a stylus/cursor control
block 141.

The electronics 140 is coupled with a processor subsystem
150, which may, for example, be a personal computer such as
one based on an Intel 486 processor 159, and having associated
functions and peripherals that are conventionally employed
including input/output interface 151, keyboard 152, monitor
153 disk memories, random access memories, and read-only
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memories 154
, 155 and 156, respectively, and clock and timing

circuit 158.

The. electronics 140 includes analog-to-digital converters
141 and 142, which respectively receive signals from the CCD
arrays of the optical receiving assemblies 110 and 120, and
convert them to digital form. The outputs of the analog-to-
digital converters 110 and 120 are coupled to a multiplexer
144 that is under control of the processor subsystem 150, and
the output of the multiplexer 144 is coupled to the processor
subsystem 150. The processor subsystem 150 is also coupled
with the CCD control 146, that conventionally controls the
read-out and resetting of the CCD arrays. This function,
represented within electronics 140 in the Fig. 1 illustration
may alternatively be provided on the CCD chips.

Referring to Fig. 2, there is shown a cross-sectional
view of an optical receiving assembly (110 j0r 120, 110 being
shown) in accordance with an embodiment^pf the, J^enTlon. A
base 230, which may be formed of metal, holds a .fiber^optical
block 250 that contains a multiplicity of optical fibers
which, in the present embodiment, are in a configuration
illustrated in Fig. 3. The fiber optical block has an input
surface 252 in a curved concave shape (cylindrical, in this
case), and an output surface 254 that is generally flat The
fiber optical block 250 may be formed by machining and/or
cutting a conventional fiber optical block into the shape
shown in Figure 3. A cylindrical lens 260, formed, for
example, of glass, is mounted in the concave opening of the
input surface of the fiber optical block 250, and slightly
spaced therefrom. The lens 260 can be held in place by a
substantially transparent epoxy material 255. If desired, the
epoxy material may have a dark hue and can also serve as an
infrared passing filter that helps to reduce any effect of
spurious non-infrared radiation. [Alternatively, an air gap
can be provided between the cylindrical lens and the fiber
optical block, with the lens mounted at its ends in the base ]The output surface 254 of the fiber optical block 250 is
coupled with the sensing elements of a photosensitive array
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270 which, ln the illustrated embodiment, is a Unear CCDarray, such a 2046 element linear array of the type sold bySony Corporation. The array 270 is mounted in a slot ln tLbase
3

and, in the Illustrated embodiment, is contiguous Loutput face of the fiber optical bloc*. The array 270 iscoupled, via connector 275, to a circuit board 280 forcoupling to the cable HOC.
Fig. 4 illustrates representative light rays focused ontoa curved surface by a cylindrical lens. The characteristic

pattern that results is evident from the thickness of the barswhich represent the number of rays and, therefore, relate tontensity, in Pi,. 4 and is shown< „ . of J»in the exemplary graph of Fig. 5A . The typical pattern has

IZITT"'
10,XS

'
WhlCh "e t0 *«- theslight spherical aberration illustrated in Fig. 4 . ^ achleveconsistent detection of the position of the light spot onZdetector surface, it would be advantageous to have th.

iTre ."tl'ont'r*
117 """* f"hl°n

°" ^ d«'«"^in relation to the arrival angle of the light. A curved

this

eC

cb1ectr
aCe

:
" illUStM"d ln 4, helps to advancethis objective, but commercially practical photosensitive

detectors generally have a flat detector surface. A feature-f the disclosed embodiment addresses and solves this p obTemin particular, the optical fibers of the bloc* 250 are formedin a cylindrical input surface and a flat output surface
conforms to the detector.

consider the arrangement of Pig. 6 , wnereln tne
line of optical receiving assembly uo is at an angle withrespect to the X direction, and th. center line of opticalreceiv „g assembly ,20 is at an angle e with respect to the Xdirection. The distance between the assemblies 110 and 120(i.e the distances between the centers of their respective
cylindrical lenses, is A. The light source is assumed to beat a polnt p , having coordlnates ^ Um
optical receiving assembly no and P is called line 1, and thene through optical receiving assembly 120 and P is calledline 2. The equation of line 1 is
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where m, is the slope and b, is the y-intercept for line 1. As
seen in the diagram:

The equation of line 2 is

y=m2x+b

(3)

2 (4)

where m, is the slope and b
2
is the y-intercept for line 2.

As seen in the diagram:

- (A-PJ

(5)

b2=A
(6)

For any point (x, y, , equation (1) can be rewritten as

y=Tan(a+d)x
(7)

and equation (4) can be rewritten as

Equating (7) and (8) gives
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Tan(a+6)x=Tan(-$-4>)x+A
(9)

and solving for x gives

x=-
rai?(a+6) -raij(-p-(|>) (10)

These relationships are utilized below when converting arrival
angles to rectangular coordinates.

When using the technique as described hereinabove, a
problem can arise with signal detection when the light 'from
the moveable element is received at the optical assembly at a
relatively large angle with respect to the center line of the
optical receiving assembly; that iS/ in the situation when
most of the light is incident near an end of the curved input
surface of the fiber optical block 250 (Fig. 3). m this
situation, the light should be carried, by the fiber optical
strands, to a spot near an end of the detector array.
However, Applicant has found that, in some cases, the amount
of light actually reaching the extremes of the detector array
in this situation can be less than is needed for accurate
light spot detection. The reason is believed to be the angle
at which the light is incident on the input surface of the
optical fibers near the ends of the fiber optical block input
surface, where the fiber ends are cut at a substantial angle
with respect to their longitudinal axes, if a substantial
portion of the light is arriving at too great an angle with
respect to the axes of the fibers, the light may not be
captured by these fibers for transmission to the detector
array, m accordance with a feature of the present invention
an optical diffuser is provided on the input surface of the
fiber optical block, the diffuser operating to scatter some of
the arriving light, and causing more light to be captured by
the optical fibers, particularly near the ends of the fiber
optical block. Ideally, the diffuser should not unduly
attenuate the light. In one preferred embodiment hereof,
Applicant employs a so-called "opal" coating, which is a well
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known optical dlffuser material which comprises a ceramic
powder that can be applied to the fiber optical block input
surface (such as by spraying a liquid suspension of the
ceramic powder) and then heated and melted to achieve
uniformity. This coating, which appears translucent,
transmits most of the light (preferably, more than 80% of the
infrared used in the present embodiment), but provides
scattering that achieves the intended purpose. The coating is
represented (broken away) in Fig. 3 by the reference numeral
259. It will be understood that alternatives can be employed.
For example, a thin transmissive coating of a paint, such as a
white pigment or other color pigment, can be used, but is
presently considered less preferred. Also, it will be
understood, that other means, such as a lens or lens system,
could be provided for directing light near the ends of the
fiber optical block at an angle that will facilitate capture
by the fiber optical strands.

Referring to Fig. 7, there is shown a flow diagram which,
when taken in conjunction with the further flow diagrams
represented by the blocks therein, can be used to program the
processor subsystem 150 (Fig. 1) to implement operation in
accordance with an embodiment of the invention. The block 705
represents initializing of the system, which may typically be
responsive to a power-up condition and/or an indication from
the user that positional information is to be obtained. The
block 710 is then entered, this block representing the
routine, described in further detail in conjunction with Fig
8, for collecting and storing optical signal representative
data from the optical receiving assemblies 110 and 120. The
block 720 is then entered, this block representing the
routine, described in further detail in conjunction with Fig
9, for determining the pixel location that is at about the
center of the spot pattern that results from detection of the
light source 135 (Fig. 1) on the CCD detector 270 (Fig 2)
The routine is performed for the data from each of the sensors
110 and 120, The block 730 is then entered, this block
representing the determination, as a function of the
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previously determined center pixel positions, of the
respective angles of arrival of the light from the moveable
element 130. This routine is described in conjunction with
the flow diagram of Fig. 10. The block 740 is then entered,
this block representing the routine, described in further
detail in conjunction with Fig. n, £or determining the
coordinates of the position of the moveable element, using the
previous determined angles. The block 710 can then be re-
entered for the next cycle.

Referring to Fig. 8, there is shown a flow diagram of the
routine, represented by the block 710 of Fig. 7, for
collection and storage of data from the optical 'receiving
assemblies 110 and 120. Inquiry is initially made (diamond
810) as to which mode of operation is active, m the present
embodiment, coordinate position data can be continuously
determined, or can be determined for individual points m
prior art coordinate digitizers, it is common for the moveable
element (e.g. stylus or cursor) to be provided with a
microswitch that the operator may, for example, activate by
depressing the point of the stylus and/or by pressing a button
on the stylus or cursor. Information can be conveyed as towhich mode is active and also, when in -point" mode, as towhen the coordinate information should be determined. in the
embodiment illustrated in Fig. 1, the mode and point signals
can be transmitted through cable 130C. Alternatively, the
stylus and/or cursor can be wireless, and the mode and/or
point signals can be transmitted and received optically. mthe routine of Fig. 8, if the continuous mode is active, theblock 820 is entered directly, whereas if the point mode is
active, the inquiry of diamond 815 results in the waiting for
a point command, whereupon the block 820 is entered The
blocks 820 and 830 represent the reading and storage of pixel
values that are clocked out of the CCD array of optical
receiving assembly 110 and the storage of the data
sequentially clocked out of the array, m the present
embodiment, the CCD arrays are linear arrays, and the
intensity at each pixel position, after analog-to-digital
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conversion (as implemented by blocks 141 and 142 of Fig. l)
results in an 8 bit word representative of the intensity at'
each such pixel position. For an array of length 2048, for
example, 2048 8 bit words (or somewhat less, if the entire
array is not used) can be stored. After the array is read
out, the array values are reset to zero for receiving the next
optical-representative information; m similar manner, the
blocks 840 and 850 represent the reading, storage, and
resetting of the pixels of the CCD linear array associated
with zthe other optical receiving assembly.
i-.^Fig. 9 is a flow diagram of an embodiment of the routine

represented by the block 720 of Fig. 7, for determining the
center of the light spot focused on the photosensitive surface
of the CCD array, and which typically produces a pixel
intensity pattern of the type which was illustrated in Fig
5A. rr.r

4mbotiIn tne Present embodiment, a routine is used for
opining the center position of the light spot by determining
the positive-going and negative-going crossings of a reference
that depends on the maximum intensity. This is illustrated inFig. 5B, which shows the same characteristic pattern as Fig
5A. The dashed line 510 is the maximum intensity level I
and the dashed line 520 is at one-half the maximum intensify
level, IJ2. The positive-going crossing of I /2 is at pixelposition P

l# and the negative-going crossing islt pixel
position P

a . The spot center is taken to be at a pixel
position P,, which is the average of P

:
and P .

in Fig. 9, a determination is made (block 910) of the
largest stored pixel value, and it is designated I . The
block 920 is then entered, this block representing""^ setting
of a threshold that is determined from the previously obtained
maximum value. As above indicated, in the present embodiment
the threshold is set at a level of i_/2 . [other threshold

'

selection could alternatively be employed.] A search is then
implemented (block 930), beginning at the lowest numbered
Pixel position (i.e., starting from the left in Fig. 5B), forthe pixel position at which the threshold is -first exceeded
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and this pixel position is designated P,. The search is then
sequentially continued (block 940) for the next pixel position
where the pixel intensity is below the 1^/2 threshold. The
just previous pixel position is designated P,. The block 950
is then entered, this block representing the averaging of the
pixel positions P

x
and P

2
to obtain a position at about the

center of the light spot, this position being designated P
The block 960 represents the repeating of the routine to
obtain the-spot center position P

3
for the other sensor. It

will be understood that other techniques for determining a
pixel reference position of the spot or its center can be
employed.

Referring to Fig. 10 , there is shown a routine
represented in Fig. 7 by the block 730, for determining the
respective angles of arrival of the incident light from thespot center positions P

3
of the respective sensors, m the

present 'embodiment, the spot center position is in a
substantially linear relationship with the arrival angle of
the received light. For example, in one operating embodiment,
the sensor included about 1600 pixel positions representative
of arrival angles from plus 60 degrees to minus 60 degrees
with respect to the center of the CCD detector array. m thisexample, the arrival angle of the light can be . determined fromthe relationship:

Angle = (P
c
-P

0 ) ( .075) degrees (U)
.
where P

e
is the spot center pixel position on the positive ornegative reference side of the center pixel position, P , of

the array. For example, if p
o

is 800 and P
e
for a given° spot

is 550, Angle would be -18.75 degrees. For a particular
optical receiving assembly, P

o
can be determined empirically

after fabrication. If desired, the Angle can alternatively bedetermined from a look-up table (e.g. in a read-only memory)
Also, and desired correction could be implemented. For
example, if the greater angular cut of the fibers near the
edges of the input surface 252 results in a photosensitive
element "seeing" light from a different number of fibers a
correction could be implemented to enhance angular accuracy
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In the routine of Fig. 10, the block 1015 represents the
reading in of the previously computed and stored spot center
pixel position P

c
for the optical receiving assembly 110. The

arrival angle, with respect to the zero angle, is then
determined (block 1025), such as from the relationship (11)
The process is then repeated to obtain the arrival angle for
the other optical receiving assembly, as represented by the
blocks 1035 and 1045. As described above, the arrival angles
associated with particular center pixel positions on each
photosensitive array may be determined (empirically, or
otherwise), and loaded in a look-up table, such as In a ROM
The look-up table could then be interrogated to obtain the
arrival angle associated with a particular center pixel
position.

Referring to Fig. 11, there is shown a routine,
represented in Fig. 7 by the block 740, for determining the
position of the

t
moveable element 130 from the previously

determined and
.
stored&arrival angles, in the present

embodiment, position is determined in terms of rectangular
coordinates, and is in accordance with the equations (10) and
(7), first described above in conjunction with Fig. 6 The
blocks 1110 and 1120 respectively represent the determination
of the tangents of the arrival angles (++B ) and (cr+0). This
can be implemented, for example, using a look-up table of
tangent values that is stored in a read-only memory (ROM),
such as the ROM 156 illustrated in Fig. 1. if desired a
conventional interpolation routine can be provided to obtain
tangent values of greater accuracy than a limited number of
values stored in a look-up table. The x coordinate is then
computed in accordance with the relationship (10), as
represented by the block 1130. The y coordinate can then be
computed (block 1140) in accordance with the relationship (7)whereupon the determined coordinates can be stored, displayed'
and/or read out (block 1150) to a companion system (not
shown)

.

Fig. 12 illustrates a moveable element 130B that can be
used, for example, in the Fig. 1 embodiment, and is in the
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form of a moveable cursor that preferably slides along a flatsurface and has a central cross-hair or reticle at its centerdesignated by reference numeral 1215. m this embodiment,
light is emitted azimuthally, with relative uniformity, byemploying several light-emitting elements 1225 arranged il aring (References herein to ring-shaped and toroidal-shaped
include partial rings and partial toroids.] The light-
emitting elements may be, for example, light-emitting diodesthat emit substantially in-the Infrared portion of the opticalspectrum. Preferabiy, the -cursor provides substantia!!,
uniform azimuthal emission over at least 160 degrees The
diodes can be coupled by conductors with a source of power inthe cursor, such as a battery, indicated at 1235, or can becoupled via a cable to a power source (not shown in Fig 12)

un'or:::;.
1240 can be provided to —

The efficiency of thecursor illustrated in Figure 12A

othe~i
SUb

r
a

r
ially inCreMed

*» direCtil" th"otherwise be lost in the verticai direction, into a generallyflat beam. In the embodiment of Figure 12B, this is achievedwith a toroidal Jens 1280 having a convex periphery. As seenconceptually in the cross-section of Figure 12C, Ze lens ITsotends to collimate the light from the ring of emitters so that-re of the light energy is in an appropriate vertical rangeto be received by the bptical receiving assembHes, thereby

a

r

t t

u

h

c

i::::
6" lloht and increasin9 the u9ht ™™ ««^«

desired t
arraYS- ^ torol<la"y lens can, ifdesired, have a curved inner surface, as Illustrated in crosssect on in Figure 12D. The lens can be formed, for exampleof giass or plastic, and can be fitted on the cursor ormounted by any suitable means.

Referring to Pig. 13, there is shown an embodiment
wherein the moveable element 130C reflects light from one or

lio

6

TTn
S°UrCeS tOWard

°
PtiCal rece^ng assemblies

10 a„d 10. in the illustration, infrared sources 1310 and1320 are located directly above the respective optical
receiving assemblies 110 and 120, and significant portions of
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the light from the sources are reflected back to the
respective optical receiving assemblies by a ring-shaped or
barrel-shaped cursor (130C) which can have a mirror-like metal
surface. The "x" on the cursor represents the reticle, which
is the virtual center of the cursor. The cursor can be
conventionally provided with a rear body 131 (not fully
shown)

.

The invention has been described with reference to
particular preferred embodiments, but variations within the
spirit and scope of the invention vill occur to those skilled
in the art. For example it will be understood that the
optical receiving assemblies can be placed at any desired
positions, with great flexibility. Further, by using further
optical receiving assembly(s), further angle measurements can
be implemented and, if desired, three dimensional position
determination can be implemented. It will also be understood
that other coordinate systems, suchhas c

_polar coordinates,
could be used.
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CLAIMS ;

1. Apparatus for determining the position of a moveable
element, comprising:

means for causing light to emanate from the moveable
element

;

first and second spaced apart optical receiving
assemblies for receiving light from the moveable element;

each of said optical receiving assemblies including
an array of photosensitive elements, and optical means for
directing received light to a region on said array that is
related to the angle at which said light is^received;

electronic processing means responsive to the
outputs of said arrays for determining said angles at which
said light is received; and

means for determining the position of the moveable
element from the determined angles.

2. Apparatus as defined by claim-4,, -wherein said optical
means includes a fiber optical block, havingta multiplicity of
optical fibers.

3. Apparatus as defined by claim 1, wherein said optical
means comprises a cylindrical lens for receiving light from
the moveable element, and a fiber optical block, formed of amultiplicity of optical fibers, optically coupled between said
cylindrical lens and said array of photosensitive elements

4. Apparatus as defined by claim 2 or 3, wherein saidarray of photosensitive elements is a flat array, and whereinsaid fiber optical block has a curved input face and a flat
output face, with the optical fibers arranged to carry light
from the input face to the output face.

5. Apparatus as defined by claim 4, wherein said curved
input face is a cylindrical surface that conforms to the
contour of said cylindrical lens.

6. Apparatus as defined by claim 4, wherein said array
of photosensitive elements is a linear array.

7. Apparatus as defined by claim 4, wherein said array
of photosensitive elements is a linear array, and wherein the
flat output face of said fiber optical block is elongated to
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conform to said array.

8. Apparatus as defined by any of claims 1-7, wherein
said processing means includes means for determining the
center position of a light spot on said array.

9. Apparatus as defined by any of claims 1-7 wherein
said means for causing light to emanate from the moveable
element comprises a source of light mounted on said moveable
element.

10. Apparatus as defined by claim 9, wherein said light
source comprises at least one infrared source.

11. .Apparatus as defined by any of claims 1-7 wherein
said means for causing light to emanate from the moveable
element comprises- at least one source of light remote from
said moveable element, and a reflector on said moveable
element for reflecting light from the source of light toward
said optical receiving assemblies.

12. Apparatus as defined by claim 9,, ^herein said light
source comprises a source having substantially uniform
azimuthal emission over at least 180 degrees.

13. Apparatus as defined by claim 9, wherein said light
source includes an array of light emitters along a generally
circular arc.

14. Apparatus as defined by claim 13, further comprising
a toroidal shaped lens disposed around the outside of said
circular arc.

15. Apparatus as defined by any of claims 2-7, further
comprising means for changing the direction of at least some
of the light received at the input face of said fiber optical
block

.

16. The optical receiving assembly as defined by claim
15, wherein said means for changing the direction of at least
some of the light received at said fiber optical block
comprises a light diffuser disposed in front of input face of
said fiber optical block.

17. The optical receiving assembly as defined by claim
16, wherein said light diffuser comprises a coating of light
diffusing material coated on the input face of said fiber
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optical block.

18. The optical receiving assembly as defined by claim
17, wherein said coating comprises a translucent ceramic
material,

19. Apparatus for determining the angle of arrival oflight from a remote light source, comprising:
an optical assembly including an array of

Photosensitive elements, and optical means for directing
received light to a region on said array that is a function ofthe angle at which said light is received; and

electronic processing means responsive to the outputof said array for determining the angle at which said light isreceived. y

20. Apparatus as defined by claim 19, wherein said
optical means includes a fiber optical block having a
multiplicity of optical fibers.

21. Apparatus as defined by claim 19', wherein said
optical means comprises a cylindrical lens for receiving lightfrom the moveable element, and a fiber optical block, formedof a multiplicity of optical fibers, optically coupled betweensaid cylindrical lens and said array of photosensitive
elements

.

22 Apparatus a. defined by claim 21, wherein said arrayPhotosensitive elects is , flat array, .nd herein .fiber optical MocR has a curved input face and a flat outputface, with the optical fiber* arran^ *

input face. ^ t0 CatIy li9ht from the

23. Apparatus as defined by any of claims 19-22 whereinsaid array of photosensitive elements is a linear array
24. Apparatus as defined by claim 23, wherein said

processing means includes means for determining the center
position of a light spot on said array.

25. Apparatus as defined by claim 23 or 24, further
comprising a light diffuser disposed in front of the inputface of said fiber optical block.

26. Apparatus as defined by claim 25, wherein said lightdiffuser comprises a coating of light diffusing material
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coated on the input face of said fiber optical block.
27. Apparatus as defined by claim 26, wherein said

coating comprises a translucent ceramic material.
28. A light-emitting cursor for use in an optical

digitizing apparatus, comprising:
a ring-shaped light source; and
a toroidal-shaped lens disposed around the outside

of said light source, and operative to collimate light from
said light source.

29. The light-emitting cursor as defined by claim 28
wherein said ring-shaped light source comprises a plurality of
light sources arranged in the shape of a ring.

30. The light-emitting cursor as defined by claim 29
wherein said plurality of light sources comprises several

'

light-emitting diodes.

31. The light-emitting cursor as defined by claim 29 or
30, wherein said plurality of light sources comprise infrared
sources

.
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